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Abstract 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has played a significant role in the characterization 

of cellulosic materials, especially the so-called "nanocelluloses" (nanofibers and 

nanocrystals), from visualizing nanoscale morphologies to identifying crystal structures. With 

scientific and industrial interest in nanocelluloses rapidly increasing, this technique is more 

important than ever for scientists, engineers and students. Mastering TEM techniques for 

cellulosic materials is not trivial for a number of reasons, the main one being the high 

sensitivity of cellulose crystals to electron beam damage. In this contribution, practical 

aspects of sample preparation, contrast enhancing protocols as well as specific imaging and 

diffraction techniques are described to facilitate the morphological and structural 

characterization of cellulose by TEM in imaging and electron diffraction modes. We 

especially emphasize the importance of controlling the radiation dose to record well-resolved 

images of cellulose crystals with meaningful structural detail. 
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Disclaimer 

The mention of trademarks or commercial products in this article is solely for 

information purpose. It is not exhaustive and mostly aims at providing examples of sample 

preparation materials and methods. It does not imply any affiliation of the authors with the 

aforementioned companies.  
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1. Introduction 

The development of bio-based products is currently triggering a very strong interest 

throughout the world, the goal being the processing of new advanced materials showing a 

minimum environmental impact. In this quest, cellulose and in particular nanocelluloses stand 

out as candidates of great potential (Klemm et al. 2005; Dufresne 2013; Kargarzadeh et al. 

2018; Klemm et al. 2018). Indeed, cellulose is abundant, relatively cheap, readily available in 

large quantities, non-toxic and biodegradable. Cellulose is found in the cell walls of most 

plants and some algae, but also occurs in a selection of living creatures, such as some 

bacteria, fungi, a few amoebae and some sea animals (Brown 1996). The basic structural 

element common to all the sources mentioned above, and with only a very few exceptions, is 

the microfibril, more recently renamed nanofibril (Nishiyama 2009; Chinga-Carrasco 2011). 

This ubiquitous element results from the coordinated action of the biosynthesis of cellulose 

molecules, their spinning through an array of protein complexes acting as bio-spinnerets, and 

their subsequent quasi-instantaneous crystallization (Brown 1996). In fact, the bioproduced 

nanofibrils are very long slender crystalline filaments with constant diameters ranging from 

around 2 nm to 25 nm, depending on the sample origin. As the nanofibrils are endowed with 

strong mechanical properties in the range of 115-140 GPa for their modulus (Nishiyama 

2009) and up to 2-6 GPa for their strength (Saito et al. 2013), they can find applications as 

matrix reinforcements in nanocomposites (Oksman et al. 2016). When heated in strong 

aqueous acid solutions, cellulose nanofibrils break down into shorter nanocrystals, sometimes 

called whiskers (or nanowhiskers) due to their needle-like aspect. These monocrystalline 

elements have the same diameter as the parent nanofibril but their length varies with the 

sample origin, from a few tens of nanometers up to several microns (Chauve et al. 2014). Due 

to their high aspect ratio and inherent strong mechanical characteristics, these nanocrystals 

exhibit interesting properties. Besides their use as mechanical reinforcement in 

nanocomposites, they find applications in gels, aerogels and in suspensions, like liquid 

crystalline self-organization and iridescence when concentrated (Eichhorn 2011; Habibi et al. 

2010; Lin and Dufresne 2014; Reid et al. 2017). 

To grasp the full potential of nanocelluloses, either as nanofibrils (CNFs) or 

nanocrystals (CNCs), it is important to describe their ultrastructure with precision. Whereas 

X-ray and neutron scattering spectra together with spectroscopic data give average details of 

the structure and morphology of the various nanocelluloses, their fine local ultrastructure 

needs to be described with high-resolution microscopy techniques, using either atomic force 
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microscopes (AFM) or transmission electron microscopes (TEM). While both types of 

instruments provide informative details about the morphology of nanocelluloses (Skogberg et 

al. 2017; Tibolla et al. 2018; Usov et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018), the recording of meaningful 

AFM images appears to be somewhat easier, giving a precise measurement of the particle 

thickness while being less precise for their width (Lahiji et al. 2010). TEM presents a strong 

advantage for cellulose imaging since it provides not only standard images but also local 

electron diffraction diagrams, together with diffraction contrast images, using the diffracted 

beams to reveal specific crystalline details of nanocellulose. However, despite the potential of 

TEM, the successful recording of images of cellulose may be hampered by the damage 

created by the electron beam.  

Part 1 of this two-part article on TEM of cellulose is an historical account of the 

contribution of transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction to the knowledge of 

the cellulose ultrastructure (Ogawa et al. 2019). The purpose of this second part is to share our 

expertise in the recording of TEM images, electron diffraction diagrams and diffraction 

contrast images of cellulose, and complement recent "recipe" papers which have described 

some of the techniques used to record TEM images of CNCs (Kaushick et al. 2015; Foster et 

al. 2018; Jakubek et al. 2018; Stinson-Bagby at al. 2018). In particular, we show that careful 

control of the electron beam intensity is important for recording well-resolved images of 

unshadowed or unstained nanocelluloses allowing one to visualize meaningful details while 

keeping the diffraction information. 

 

2. Sample preparation 

Preparation of TEM samples is crucial and often constraining in order to facilitate 

observation of nanocellulose and record meaningful images. The specimens must be thin 

enough to be (at least partially) transparent to electrons. The images then show both the 

contours and projected volume of the specimen crossed by the electrons. The limiting 

thickness depends on the energy of the incident electrons and on the atomic number and 

density of the material. Ideally, for organic polymers, the thickness should be lower than 0.5 

µm. That of individual CNFs and CNCs, of the order of a few nanometers, is well below this 

limit and TEM specimens of nanocellulose are often prepared from very dilute suspensions 

(typically 0.001-0.01 wt%). However, for bulk materials, such as wood (Reza et al. 2015), 

plant cell walls, algae or nanocomposite materials, specific microtomy procedures are 

required to obtain ultrathin sections. 
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2.1. Grids and supporting films 

TEM specimens are classically prepared on thin metallic grids, 3.05 mm in diameter. A 

large variety of TEM grids is available, with square, rectangular or hexagonal meshes around 

a few tens of micrometers. The metal can be selected depending on the application and 

preparation procedure. 200-400 square mesh copper grids are the cheapest and the most widely 

used. Gold or nickel grids should be preferred when copper may be degraded by the deposited 

liquid (in the case of acidic media, for example). Amorphous carbon is the most commonly 

used supporting film, thanks to its transparency to electrons, good mechanical stability and 

resistance to chemicals. Carbon-coated grids are commercially available but carbon films can 

also be prepared in the laboratory. In one procedure, carbon is evaporated under vacuum onto 

cleaved mica and the resulting thin films (typically 5-20 nm thick) are floated on water and 

"fished" on TEM grids. In another protocol, a nitrocellulose collodion thin film is cast on 

water and then fished on TEM grids, followed by carbon vacuum evaporation and collodion 

dissolution in acetone vapors (Harris 1997). Other materials have been tested as supporting 

films, like Formvar which is less electron-transparent than carbon and not as stable at high 

magnification. Hydrophilic silicon monoxide (Kaushik et al. 2014), silica (SiO2) and silicon 

nitride (Si3N4) films are also commercially available (NanoGridsTM from Dune Sciences). 

 

2.2. Glow discharge 

Nanocellulose TEM samples must be prepared so as to avoid aggregation. The nano-

objects have to be well-dispersed and individual to determine, for example, the CNC particle 

size distribution. If aqueous suspensions are directly deposited on the initially hydrophobic 

supporting carbon film, the liquid will likely air-dry in the form of droplets in which the 

material will accumulate as the liquid evaporates. The so-called glow discharge procedure can 

be used as a pretreatment before sample deposition (Dubochet et al. 1971; Aebi and Pollard 

1987; Harris 1997). The carbon-coated grids are placed inside the chamber of a dedicated unit 

(e.g. automated systems like GloQubeTM from Quorum Technologies, ELMOTM from Agar 

Scientific or easiGlowTM from Pelco) and submitted to a mild plasma cleaning under reduced 

air pressure (0.1 - 1.0 mbar) during a few seconds. The treated carbon surface becomes (and 

remains) hydrophilic for several minutes allowing aqueous suspensions to spread over the 

whole grid. As charges are also generated on carbon upon treatment, the particles can adsorb on 

the surface, which limits their movement upon drying. The factory settings of the commercial 

systems generally yield negatively charged hydrophilic surfaces but positive charges and/or 

hydrophobic surfaces can be produced using additional agents (Dubochet et al. 1971).  
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Although different methods to hydrophilize the carbon-coated grids have been proposed, 

such as ultraviolet light irradiation (Walker et al. 1985) and pretreatment with surfactants, those 

methods are generally less reproducible or more time-consuming compared to the glow 

discharge technique. A feasible alternative has recently been reported using bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) to prevent nanoparticles aggregating during air-drying (Michen et al. 2015). 

 

2.3. Contrast-enhancement techniques during sample preparation 

Polymer nanoparticles, and nanocelluloses in particular, being constituted of light atoms, 

generally present a rather low electron scattering contrast. Moreover, in order to visualize 

details at the nanoscale, high magnifications are used, resulting in a fast degradation of the 

particles and in an even lower contrast. Several techniques can be implemented during the 

preparation of the specimens to enhance contrast when observed by TEM, namely negative 

staining and metal shadowing. 

 

2.3.1. Negative staining 

Typically, a drop of saturated heavy atom salt in aqueous solution is deposited on the 

specimen. Upon drying, a thin layer of concentrated stain forms a cast around the 

nanoparticles. The so-called negative effect in the image thus comes from the fact that the 

lighter nanocellulose particles appear as clear objects on a darker background and their 

contours are clearly delineated by an electron-dense outline (Harris 1997). When observed at 

a higher magnification, even though cellulose is indeed rapidly damaged by the electron 

beam, the heavy atom cast is stable, revealing fine details of the surface topography. 

However, care must be taken to evaluate possible artifacts due to staining such as stain 

heterogeneity on the surface of the particles, excessive granularity interpreted as a cellulose 

nanostructure (Manley 1971), or underestimation of the particle size due to overlapping 

(Preston 1971). In the past decades, the most commonly used negative stain has been aqueous 

uranyl acetate (2 wt%), as well as phototungstic acid or ammonium molybdate. Even though 

uranyl acetate can be easily handled, with the necessary precautions due to its acidity and low 

radioactivity, this product will rapidly disappear from the catalogues. A significant price 

increase is expected after recent regulations have been enforced regarding the handling of 

radioactive products. Therefore, new ready-to-use negative stain solutions that will replace 

uranyl acetate are now commercially proposed, such as UranylessTM (that contains 

lanthanides, from Delta Microscopies) or NanoWTM (methylamine tungstate compound, from 

Nanoprobes). 
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Practically, to achieve a satisfactory negative staining of nanocellulose samples, i) the 

supporting carbon film must be glow-discharged before the nanoparticles deposition, and ii) 

the negative stain must be deposited before complete drying of the deposited specimen. After 

a few minutes, the stain in excess can be gently blotted off with filter paper and the residual thin 

liquid stain film allowed to dry. A preparation of tunicate CNCs negatively stained with uranyl 

acetate is shown in Figure 1a, but images recorded on various sources of nanocellulose can 

be found in the literature (Saito et al. 2006; Elazzouzi-Hafraoui et al. 2008; Brito et al. 2012; 

Chauve et al. 2014; Brinkmann et al. 2016; Flauzino-Neto et al. 2016; Tanaka et al. 2017). 

 

 

Figure 1. Contrast-enhancement techniques for TEM specimen preparation: a) tunicate CNCs 
negatively stained with uranyl acetate; b) Valonia cellulose nanofibrils directionally 
shadowed with W/Ta alloy; c) surface replica of a freeze-fractured concentrated suspension of 
cotton CNCs (courtesy of Elazzouzi-Hafraoui, CERMAV). 
 

2.3.2. Metal shadowing and freeze fracture 

Metal shadowing has been used very early on to enhance the contrast of cellulose 

preparations for TEM: wood and cotton microfibrils (Rånby 1952a), bacterial and tunicate 

CNCs (Rånby 1952a; Rånby 1952b), ramie and cotton CNCs (Mukherjee and Woods 1953). 

Metal (generally tungsten/tantalum alloy or platinum/carbon) is evaporated under vacuum on 

the sample at a given incidence angle, using an electron gun or specific electrodes. The 

directional and selective accumulation of metal on the sample results in a grazing light effect 

that enhances the topographic details of the specimen with very high contrast. At higher 

magnification, the electron-dense metal-rich regions are stable even when the cellulose 

particles are damaged by the electron beam. However, the image resolution becomes limited 

by the granularity of the applied metal cast and the apparent width of the particles can be 

increased by the shadowing layer. The example of Valonia CNFs directionally shadowed with 

W/Ta is shown in Figure 1b.  
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The freeze-fracture technique can be used in the specific case of concentrated liquids or 

gel-like nanocellulose suspensions (Robards and Sleytr 1985) as well as for biological 

cellulosic tissues (Kimura and Itoh 2004). Briefly, a specimen is fast frozen under vacuum 

and fragmented by a sharp knife. The freshly fractured surfaces are then directionally 

shadowed with a thin layer of evaporated platinum-carbon, and consolidated with an 

additional layer of carbon to form a replica of the fractured surface. Frozen cellulose 

suspensions then melt upon warming up and the replica can simply be washed with water. 

With freeze-fractured biological tissues, the replicas need to be disencrusted with strong acid, 

such as sodium dichromate/sulfuric acid solution, before extensive washing with water. The 

metal replica is then fished on a carbon-coated grid and observed by TEM. This technique 

thus provides an indirect view of the fracture surface topography with a very high contrast, as 

illustrated in Figure 1c in the case of a concentrated suspension of cotton CNCs.  

 

2.4. Cryo-transmission electron microscopy 

Cryo-TEM has been developed to observe nanoparticle suspensions while avoiding 

possible artefacts induced by drying and/or staining (such as deformation, degradation, 

aggregation, uniplanar orientation or buffer salt crystallization) (Dubochet et al. 1988). Since 

the particles are embedded in a thin electron-transparent film of vitreous ice during the 

observation, this technique is particularly helpful for soft or liquid colloidal nanoparticles 

whose morphology or structure would be affected by air-drying (deformation due to capillary 

forces, decrystallization). Droplets of suspensions are deposited on lacey carbon films (e.g. 

NetMeshTM from Pelco) supported by TEM copper grids, or on perforated support foils with 

predefined arrangements of calibrated holes (e.g. C-flatTM from Protochips or QuantifoilTM 

from Quantifoil Micro Tools) that are particularly useful for automated image recording. The 

liquid in excess is blotted off with filter paper and the thin remaining film standing in the 

holes is quench-frozen in liquid ethane (Harris 1997). The frozen specimen is transferred into 

a cryo-specimen holder precooled with liquid nitrogen, then into the microscope, and 

observed at low temperature (around -180 °C). Commercial workstations equipped with a 

temperature / humidity-controlled chamber and automated plungers (VitrobotTM from FEI, 

EM-GPTM from Leica or CryoplungeTM from Gatan) aim at improving the reproducibility of 

the cryofixation procedure. Cryo-TEM is not limited to aqueous suspensions but care must be 

taken when organic solvents are used since many of them are soluble in liquid ethane or 

crystallize when frozen in liquid nitrogen (Schappacher et al. 2005).  
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Cryo-TEM has been used to visualize aqueous suspensions of non-flocculating cotton 

CNCs prepared by sulfuric acid hydrolysis, revealing the electrostatic repulsion due to surface 

charges on the particles (Figure 2a) (Elazzouzi-Hafraoui et al. 2008; Abitbol et al. 2013), as 

well as the interaction of CNCs with liposomes in different pH conditions (Navon et al. 

2017). Figures 2b and 2c show Glaucocystis and cotton CNCs dispersed in films of vitreous 

ice and toluene, respectively. Chemically modified CNCs have also been observed to 

characterize the tunable aggregation of thermo-responsive polymer-grafted CNCs (Azzam et 

al. 2016) and the site-specific surface modification of CNCs, resulting in patchy nanoparticles 

(Zoppe et al. 2017). Combined with a tomography analysis (see the section dedicated to 

electron tomography in this article), cryo-TEM allows visualizing the 3D conformation of 

dendronized-polymer-wrapped CNCs (Majoinen et al. 2014) and the distribution of gold 

nanoparticles synthesized on CNCs used as chiral templates (Majoinen et al. 2016). 

 

 

Figure 2. Cryo-TEM images of Glaucocystis (a) and cotton CNCs embedded in vitreous ice 
(b) and toluene (c). The lacy carbon framework is dark (80 kV, images recorded on films. 
Images b and c courtesy of Elazzouzi-Hafraoui, CERMAV). 
 

2.5. Ultramicrotomy 

This preparation technique should be used for bulk materials like plant tissues, cell wall 

fragments, nanocomposites, and fibers. If necessary, in order to preserve the ultrastructure, 

the samples are first fixed with buffered fixatives, such as paraformaldehyde / glutaraldehyde 

in sodium cacodylate buffer solution. Then, the samples are generally embedded in a 

hardening resin (e.g. EponTM, LR WhiteTM, DurcupanTM or QuetolTM) prior to sectioning 

(Glauert 1975). Ultrathin (50-100 nm) sections are cut at room temperature with an 

ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife (Reid 1975). The sections floating on water 

are collected on bare or carbon-coated copper grids. To enhance the contrast and selectively 
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reveal specific regions of the specimen, the sections may be post-stained with stains such as 

uranyl acetate / Reynolds lead citrate (Harris 1997). If the sample is soft at room temperature, 

it can be hardened by cooling it down typically to 100 K. It is then sectioned under cryogenic 

conditions with a dedicated cryo-ultramicrotome. Various images of stained or unstained 

sections of cellulose-containing organisms or wood can be found in the literature (for 

instance, Valonia cell walls (Revol 1982), tunicate glomerulocytes (Kimura and Itoh 1995), 

whereas images of cryosections of nanocomposites incorporating CNCs as reinforcing fillers 

were published, for instance, by Favier et al. (1995) and Fumagalli et al. (2017). 

 

3. Observation techniques 

Assuming that the sample preparation has been optimized, satisfactory TEM images of 

nanocellulose should exhibit a good signal-to-noise ratio and show fine details of the objects. 

The various contrasts observed in the images are generated by the physical interaction of the 

incident beam of electrons with the specimen (Watt 1997) and these images with their 

sometimes weak contrast must be properly recorded by a sensitive "detector".  

3.1. Recording devices 

For many years, TEM micrographs were exclusively recorded on electron-sensitive films 

which involved chemical developing and fixing treatments. Images were finally printed on 

paper in a dark room or, later on, the negatives were digitized off-line with a scanner. For 

several years, the so-called imaging plate has been an alternative detecting device, Fujifilm 

being the main manufacturer. These electron-sensitive plates exhibited higher dynamics and 

better linearity compared to films. They were read off-line with a specific reader that scanned a 

laser beam on the plate surface. This allowed retrieving digital images and electron diffraction 

patterns that could be used for quantitative intensity analysis. Another advantage was that the 

plates were re-usable many times after being "erased" using a strong illumination by visible light.  

These approaches have been progressively replaced by direct digital image recording. 

Nowadays, most microscopes are equipped with cameras featuring 1k ´ 1k to 4k ´ 4k pixel-

large CCD (charge-coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) 

detectors. With high dynamics and good linearity, these cameras are very sensitive, which 

allows recording images with a variable frame rate, short exposure times and low electron 

doses. Electron diffraction patterns can also be recorded with digital cameras, with shorter 

exposure times and at higher camera lengths compared to those used for photographic films. 

However, great care must be taken to prevent any permanent damage of the detector by the 
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highly intense transmitted beam (use of a beam stop, lower doses or short exposure times). In 

addition, the software that drives the camera can process the signal in real time, allowing, for 

instance, on-line motion and aberration correction, or calculation of the fast-Fourier 

transform. More recently, single-electron counting direct detection cameras have particularly 

been developed for low-dose applications and cryo-TEM, with significantly higher frame rate 

and sensitivity (Li et al. 2013).  

3.2. Different types of contrasts 

The overall contrast of nanocelluloses in a TEM image generally contains three main 

contributions. Since polymer particles are mostly composed of light elements, which weakly 

scatter electrons, the so-called amplitude contrast is generally weak. The amount of 

transmitted and scattered electrons depends on the density and thickness of the specimen. To 

create a contrast in the image, the operator inserts an objective aperture in the back focal 

plane of the objective lens. If this aperture is centered with respect to the incident beam, 

depending on its diameter, a fraction of scattered electrons is stopped and an image of the 

transmitted (or weakly scattered) electrons is formed. In this so-called bright-field image, if 

the objective lens is underfocused, the dark regions should thus be those that scattered the 

most electrons. In the dark-field mode, the aperture is centered on one or several diffraction 

spots and the bright areas in the image correspond to the sample regions that are in the 

corresponding Bragg conditions.  

Diffraction contrast occurs when the specimen is crystalline or semicrystalline. It does not 

depend on the chemical composition but rather on the orientation of the crystalline domains 

with respect to the incident beam. For a discrete set of orientation angles defined by the unit cell 

of the crystal and determined using Bragg's relation, the electrons will be diffracted away from 

the optical axis (Watt 1997). In the so-called bright-field mode and with a negative defocus, 

when the diffracted electrons are stopped by the objective lens aperture, the regions of the 

particle from which the diffracted beams originate are significantly darker compared to the 

non-diffracting regions and the clear background from the amorphous supporting carbon film. 

This effect is important when visualizing semicrystalline nanocelluloses as it somewhat 

compensates for the low amplitude contrast. It is stronger for cellulose with a larger crystallite 

size, such as that of Valonia or tunicates (Bourret et al. 1972; Revol 1982). However, one can 

only take advantage of the diffraction contrast for a limited time since cellulose is highly 

sensitive to beam damage and is rapidly decrystallized under irradiation. Diffraction and 

diffraction contrast imaging are discussed in more detail in a further section of this article. 
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Figure 3. Effect of objective lens defocus on the contrast of unstained Valonia cellulose 
microfibrils (a-d) and negatively stained wood nanocrystals (e-h) (images recorded at 200 kV 
with a digital camera). For images a, b, e and f, the objective lens is underfocused while it is 
at zero defocus in c and g and overfocused in d and h. The defocus would be considered as 
optimal (slightly underfocused) for images b and f.  

 

 

Figure 4. Low-dose bright-field images of unstained cellulose microfibrils from Valonia (a), 
Gluconacetobacter xylinus (b), and sugar beet parenchyma (c). The images were recorded at 
80 kV with a digital camera (a,b) and on film (c). 
 

Phase contrast, or Fresnel contrast, is crucial in the case of particles that are transparent 

to electrons. It results from sharp differences in scattering properties between regions of the 

specimen, in particular when surfaces and interfaces are involved. The effect can be observed, 

for instance, for unstained CNFs or CNCs spread on a carbon film (particles in vacuum), and 
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CNC suspensions observed by cryo-TEM (particles embedded in vitreous ice). Phase contrast 

generates interference Fresnel fringes whose amplitude and distribution depend on the 

defocus of the objective lens (Watt 1997). The effect of phase contrast on the image of 

unstained Valonia CNFs is illustrated in Figure 3a-d). High positive or negative defocus 

values increase the contrast but also generate larger Fresnel fringes and increase the apparent 

size of the nanoparticles, up to the point when the objects look blurry. Note the complete 

reverse of contrast between underfocused and overfocused images. In overfocused images, 

the CNCs are clear with a dark outline. Around zero defocus, the contrast is minimal and the 

specimen becomes nearly invisible. Therefore, in order to get a satisfactory image, the 

operator must balance the opposing requirements of contrast and ultrastructural detail, and set 

the defocus so that the contrast is higher, with the Fresnel fringes around the particles creating 

an impression of sharp edges. By convention, the images should be recorded in underfocused 

conditions, the amount of applied defocus increasing with decreasing magnification 

(typically, about -5 µm at 3000´ and -1 µm at 10000´). The effect of defocus on the image of 

negatively stained wood CNCs is also illustrated in Figure 3e-h. 

The three types of contrast contribute to the image of unstained nanocellulose 

(Figure 4). A weak amplitude contrast occurs due to the small size and organic nature of the 

particles while the crystalline nature of the particles may generate a significant diffraction 

contrast in specific regions depending on the particle orientation with respect to the incident 

beam. Finally, the presence of Fresnel fringes around the objects can be controlled by the 

amount of defocus. However, as explained in the following section, all these contrasts are 

affected by radiation damage. 

 

3.3. Radiation damage 

Even if the theoretical point resolution of selected microscope allows visualizing details 

down to about 0.1 - 0.2 nm, the sample itself and its interaction with the incident electron 

beam impose drastic constraints during the observation. The significant damage created by 

the electrons crossing a low-density polymer specimen rapidly affects the resolution of 

smaller details and decreases the contrast of the objects. Molecular excitations and ionization 

phenomena are induced in the material by the inelastic scattering of the electrons, resulting in 

the breaking of covalent bonds, diffusion of created free radicals and emission of volatile 

species (Dobb and Murray 1974; Grubb 1974). The consequences can be mass loss, melting, 

vaporization and crystallinity decrease, which have a detrimental impact on the amplitude, 

diffraction and Fresnel contrasts. By monitoring the disappearance of electron diffraction 
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reflections of a crystalline material, a critical dose can be evaluated at which the crystal 

organization is irreversibly lost. This has been made easier in the recent years since digital 

cameras can precisely measure the incident electron dose during image recording. 

The detrimental effects of beam damage can be partly controlled. First, increasing the 

accelerating voltage of the electrons (i.e. their energy) decreases the interactions with the 

polymer and thus increases the critical dose. Typically, increasing the voltage from 100 to 

200 kV increases the critical dose by a factor of 2. The weaker interaction at a higher voltage 

also implies that the contrast is lower, which can be problematic with thin specimens of light 

polymer materials. Chanzy (1975) has submitted Valonia CNFs to increasing electron doses 

at various accelerating voltages, at room temperature, and monitored the intensity decrease of 

selected reflections in the electron diffraction pattern. He has evaluated an average lethal dose 

of 4 e- Å-2 at 320 kV for which the diffraction spot intensities were decreased by half. 

Sugiyama et al. (1985) determined a similar value for Valonia cellulose at 200 kV but 

measured a critical dose of about 0.6 e- Å-2 for wood cellulose (Sugiyama et al. 1986). These 

values attest to the extreme sensitivity of cellulose toward electron beams.  

Therefore, in order to preserve the structure of the specimen as long as possible, the 

operator must work with electron doses much lower than the critical dose, by using low 

magnifications and significantly lower illumination intensity (e.g. by changing the "spot size" 

and spreading the illuminating beam). To observe unstained cellulose specimens, the operator 

must make a compromise between image magnification (to visualize high-resolution details) 

and electron dose (to have a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for the camera recording). 

The images in Figure 5 qualitatively illustrate the cumulative effect of beam damage on 

cellulose. In Figure 5a-d, wood CNCs have been submitted to increasing electron doses, at 

room temperature. The contribution of the three types of contrasts previously described are 

rapidly and irreversibly affected: diffraction contrast by disruption of the crystallinity, 

amplitude contrast by mass loss and phase contrast by thinning of the particle and surface 

damage, leading to CNCs with indistinct contours. Figure 5e illustrates the effect of a 

stronger beam on a mat of Valonia CNFs. The region that has been more intensively 

irradiated can be clearly seen at the center of the image where the contrast is lower and the 

damaged nanofibrils less defined. 

In addition to increasing the accelerating voltage, the radiation damage can be significantly 

slowed down (but not suppressed) by keeping the specimen at low temperature during the 

observation, using a cryo-holder cooled down with liquid nitrogen (Dobb and Murray 1974). 

In that case, the critical dose is increased by a factor of about 3 (Wade 1984; Talmon 1987). 
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Figure 5. Impact of radiation damage on the contrast of unstained nanocellulose samples: 
a-d) wood CNCs with irradiation time increasing from a to d (images recorded at room 
temperature, at 200 kV, with a digital camera); e) Valonia CNFs. The clearer central disk 
corresponds to a region where the incident beam was briefly concentrated, resulting in a 
visible damage.  
 

In order to assist the operator in the difficult task of recording images or radiation 

sensitive specimens, TEM manufacturers have implemented semi-automated procedures 

whereby the illumination parameters are controlled by the operating system (of the 

microscope or of the digital camera) in order to preserve the area of interest of the specimen 

before the image is actually recorded (for instance, the Minimum Dose System by Jeol and 

Low Dose System by Thermo Fisher Scientific-FEI-Philips). The procedure generally 

consists of three steps (Fujiyoshi et al. 1980): i) in search mode, the operator can select the 

region of interest at a low magnification and a low illumination dose; ii) in focus mode, the 

image defocus is set up at a higher magnification and a higher dose but at a distance of the 

region of interest so that it is not irradiated, then the beam is blanked; iii) in exposure mode, 

the beam is de-blanked and the image of the region of interest is recorded at the 

predetermined electron dose. 

 

3.4. Electron tomography 

Since TEM images are 2D projections of the 3D objects along the beam direction, 

information is lost along this direction. In order to make a reliable morphological analysis of 

the shape of particles, a series of 2D images must be recorded at different tilt angles of the 

specimen, which can be achieved in modern microscopes, thanks to the use of digital cameras 

and software that precisely control specimen orientation and image acquisition. The contrast 

in each 2D image is related to the mass-density distribution in the specimen. Images are 

automatically recorded with small tilt increments over a large angular range (typically -70 to 

+70°). Using specific software, the collected images are aligned with respect to one another 
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and back-projected to calculate a 3D reconstruction of the specimen volume (Fridman 2012; 

Frank 2008; Kremer 1996). While this technique is now widely used to study the morphology 

and structure of biological systems, including proteins, viruses and membranes (Fridman 

2012; Dunstone and de Marco 2017), a few spectacular examples of 3D reconstruction of 

CNC-based systems observed by cryo-TEM can be found in the literature (Majoinen et al. 

2014; Majoinen et al. 2016). As previously explained, unstained nanocellulose rapidly 

degrades due to radiation damage resulting in a loss of amplitude contrast during the 

recording of the tilt series. This recording requires extremely low beam intensity and a highly 

sensitive digital camera so that the specimen ultrastructure is preserved during the recording 

of the whole set of images. It has to be noted that electron tomography can also be performed 

on ultrathin sections of plant cell walls. For example, the technique has been used to study the 

geometry and distribution of CNFs into fragments of chemically and thermally treated 

biomass (Ciesielski et al. 2013; Hinkle et al. 2015) and spruce tracheids (Reza et al. 2014; 

Reza et al. 2017). 

 

4. Electron diffraction and diffraction contrast imaging 

4.1. Electron diffraction (ED) 

ED allows investigation of crystallographic features locally from the nano- to the 

microscale in contrast to X-ray scattering that provides global structural information from 

powders, fibers or bulk macroscopic specimens. Depending on its orientation with respect to 

the incident beam and the wavelength of the electrons, a crystal lattice diffracts electrons 

according to a discrete set of angles defined by the unit cell and symmetry of the crystal using 

Bragg's relation. By changing the settings of the microscope, it is possible to visualize the 

pattern that is produced by the scattered electrons and formed in the back focal plane of the 

objective lens (Watt 1997).  

The most common method is the so-called selected area electron diffraction (SAED). 

An aperture located below the sample on the path of the electrons is inserted to select a 

limited region of the specimen in the image (typically 200 nm to 1 µm in diameter). Although 

the sample is still illuminated (and thus damaged) by the whole incident beam, only the 

electrons going through the SA aperture are used to form the diffraction pattern. Since all the 

crystallites in the selected area contribute to the resulting pattern, randomly oriented crystals 

yield an isotropic ring "powder" pattern, whereas a bundle of parallel particles generates an 

anisotropic "fiber" pattern containing arcs and a single crystal yields a spot pattern. The 
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distribution and intensity of the reflections in the ED patterns can be used to unambiguously 

identify the crystal structure of a given sample and, after proper calibration and indexing, its 

unit cell parameters can be calculated.  

 

 

Figure 6. a) TEM image of Valonia cellulose microfibrils; b) SAED fiber pattern of a bundle 
of Valonia cellulose microfibrils recorded on the selected area indicated in (a) (low 
temperature, 200 kV, digital camera). The pattern is properly oriented with respect of the 
image; c) corresponding Miller indices of the main reflections (cellulose Iβ) as defined by 
Sugiyama et al. (1991).  
 

 

Figure 7. Impact of electron radiation damage on the electron diffraction fiber patterns from a 
bundle of Valonia cellulose microfibrils. The images were recorded at 200 kV, at low 
temperature, with a 2 s exposure time on a digital camera, with a 20 s irradiation between 
each of them. 
 

Note that in some microscopes, the ED pattern can be rotated with respect to the image 

so this rotation must be calibrated in order to correctly align the pattern with the image. One 

method to do so is to select an object with a size smaller than that of the SA aperture, then 

defocus the ED pattern so that the image of the object gets visible inside the enlarged 

transmitted beam. In that case, the orientation of the object can be compared with that in 

image mode and the rotation can be measured. 
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The first ED patterns of cellulose were recorded from Valonia cell walls by Preston and 

Ripley (1954). To limit the detrimental effect of radiation damage, Honjo and Watanabe 

(1958) decreased the temperature of the sample and recorded a higher resolution pattern. A 

typical ED fiber pattern recorded at low temperature from a bundle of Valonia CNFs is shown 

in Figure 6, as well as the corresponding indexing from native cellulose Ib (Sugiyama et al. 

1991). In such a pattern, the sharp 0 0 4 meridional arc at a d-spacing of 0.26 nm is 

characteristic of crystalline cellulose, while the thin 0 0 2 meridional arc is characteristic of 

the Ib allomorph. The effect of extended irradiation on the intensity and width of the 

diffraction arcs, resulting in the disappearance of high-resolution information, is shown in 

Figure 7 (Dobb and Murray 1974). In addition, Revol (1985) has shown that upon irradiation, 

the position of the equatorial 2 0 0 reflection changed, corresponding to a continuous but 

slight increase of the d-spacing. SAED fiber patterns also permitted unambiguous 

identification of allomorphic variations in native (Nakashima et al. 2011) or chemically 

treated (Chanzy and Roche 1976; Chanzy et al. 1987; Faria-Tischer et al. 2015; Zuluaga et al. 

2009) cellulose samples. 

Microdiffraction is used to obtain more local structural information compared to that 

recorded by SAED. The size and intensity of the incident electron beam are decreased using a 

first condenser aperture with a diameter in the range of 10 to 20 µm and the beam is focused 

to form an electron probe with a diameter smaller than 100 nm. With this narrow electron 

beam, a single crystal ED spot pattern can be recorded from a small region along a CNF or a 

CNC. While certainly more difficult to master, the microdiffraction technique has played a 

significant role in identifying the Ia and Ib allomorphs in native cellulose (Sugiyama et al. 

1991) and their localization (Imai and Sugiyama 1998; Horikawa and Sugiyama 2009) by 

providing unambiguous information on crystal unit cell and symmetry. Performing electron 

microdiffraction on sensitive specimens is very challenging since this technique involves 

focused electron beams that may cause fast and extensive local damage on the crystal. To 

minimize this effect, the operation has to be carried out under a very low dose condition, and 

preferably at low temperature. 

 

4.2. Diffraction contrast imaging 

Diffraction contrast imaging is a potent technique to visualize the morphology and size 

of crystalline domains as a strong diffraction contrast originates only from the crystalline 

regions of unstained specimens. As previously explained, an aperture with a sufficiently small 

diameter (typically about 20 µm) is inserted in the back focal plane of the objective lens. 
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By visualizing the SAED pattern, the operator can control the position of the aperture. In 

bright-field mode, the aperture is placed around the central transmitted beam, thus occulting 

the scattered electrons and, in the resulting image, the scattering / diffracting regions are dark 

(Figure 8a). If the aperture is translated to select one diffracted beam in the ED pattern, all 

other electrons are stopped and, in particular, those in the transmitted beam (Figure 8b). In 

this so-called dark-field image, the background is dark and the regions corresponding to the 

selected diffracted beam are white. Different diffracted beams can be selected in the ED 

pattern, thus modifying the illuminated regions in the image. The observation must be carried 

out under low-dose conditions since electron irradiation rapidly affects diffraction contrast 

and degrades fine details of cellulose crystals.  

 

 

Figure 8. Schemes showing the size and position of the aperture that selects specific 
diffraction spots in the back focal plane of the objective lens (OL), and corresponding images 
of a crystalline rod in diffracting Bragg orientation, in bright-field (a) and dark-field (b) 
modes. The image in (c), recorded at higher magnification, shows fringes corresponding to a 
projection of the crystal lattice. 
 

Bourret et al. (1972) produced the first dark-field images of Valonia CNFs, measuring 

the dimensions of the crystallites (Figure 9a), while bright-field images have brought 

important information on the cross-sectional morphology of microfibrils in several plant /alga 

cell wall specimens prepared by ultramicrotomy (Figures 9b and 9c) (Helbert et al. 1998; 

Kim et al. 1996; Näslund et al. 1988; Revol 1983; Sugiyama et al. 1985). Since the diffraction 

contrast depends on the orientation of lattice planes with respect to the incident electron beam 

and is strong only when the Bragg condition is satisfied, a small deviation of the fiber axis of 

crystal from the incident electron beam direction drastically decreases the image contrast 

(Roche and Chanzy 1981; Revol 1983). Thus, special care has to be taken for the orientation 

of cellulose crystals in ultrathin sections. Such an effect can be seen in Figure 9c where only 
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the cross-sections perfectly perpendicular to the observation axis (i.e. the chain axis of 

cellulose is parallel to the incident beam) appear as dark polygons while tilted crystallites 

exhibit low-contrast blurry elongated shapes.  

 

 

Figure 9. a) Dark-field TEM image of Valonia CNFs formed by selecting the 2 0 0 spot in the 
diffraction pattern. The Miller indices are defined according to the Ib unit cell described by 
Sugiyama et al. (1991). The bright areas correspond to regions of the fibrils with their (2 0 0) 
crystallographic planes in Bragg orientation with respect to the electron beam (courtesy of 
H. Chanzy, CERMAV). b,c) Bright-field images of ultrathin sections of the cell walls of 
Cladophora (b) and Microdictyon (c) algae. Both walls exhibit a plywood-like organization of 
CNFs, each layer being rotated with respect to the neighboring ones. The sections are 
unstained and the contrast mostly arises from Bragg diffraction of cellulose crystallites. The 
well-defined dark squarish spots correspond to the cross-sections of the CNFs perpendicular 
to the fiber axis (courtesy of J. Sugiyama, RISH, and H. Chanzy, CERMAV). All images 
were recorded on films. 
 

4.3. High-resolution lattice imaging 

As was mentioned in Part 1 of this article (Ogawa et al. 2019), imaging cellulose at the 

molecular scale was a significant milestone in cellulose science (Sugiyama et al. 1985; Revol 

1985; Kuga and Brown 1987). However, while the visualization of projections of the crystal 

lattice brought important information on the molecular organization, the technique is still 

highly challenging. Practically, a larger aperture is inserted in the back focal plane of the 

objective lens to select several diffraction spots symmetrically distributed around the 

transmitted beam (Figure 8c). The resulting interference pattern between the central and 

diffracted beams produces lattice images, with d-spacings associated to the selected reflections.  

A sufficiently high magnification and therefore substantial electron doses are thus 

required. Since the dose must be decreased in order to preserve the crystal lattice, the image is 

generally highly underexposed and has a very low signal-to-noise ratio. Image processing 

routines are then used to enhance the signal and retrieve meaningful structural information. 
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The previously described automated low-dose procedures are extremely helpful (if not 

mandatory) to successfully record lattice images without damaging the specimen before 

actual image recording. Cryo-specimen holders operated either at liquid nitrogen or liquid 

helium temperature can also be used to efficiently reduce the detrimental effect of beam 

damage (Helbert et al. 1998). Surprisingly, while such lattice images of nanocellulose (in 

longitudinal or cross-sectional view) have been successfully recorded on films (Sugiyama et 

al. 1985; Revol 1985; Kuga and Brown 1987; Imai et al. 2003), to our knowledge, a 

convincing image recorded with a digital camera is yet to be produced.  

 

5. Perspectives 

The development of highly sensitive and high-resolution digital cameras has brought 

exciting new opportunities for TEM imaging, not only in biological science, e.g. in protein 

structure determination, but also in materials science. This should also be the case for 

cellulose since these advanced detecting devices permit drastic reduction of the electron 

radiation dose to record meaningful images with a high signal-to-noise ratio.  

With such high-resolution cameras, one may envisage the recording of lattice images, 

not only of the highly crystalline specimens, as it is done today, but also of the more common 

celluloses that are important in day-to-day life. In these celluloses, imaging elements like 

crystalline defects, chain ends, and amorphous domains should be of primary importance. 

Highly sensitive detection should also help the recording of advanced electron microdiffraction 

data that should provide definitive answers to remaining key problems about cellulose crystal 

structure, including the experimental quantification of crystal twist along the fiber axis, and 

the localization of the two allomorphs in native cellulose crystals. 

Another long-lasting important question for cellulose crystals is to define the exact 

morphology of cellulose microfibrils in higher plants. This has been an especially challenging 

problem for electron microscopy since the crystallite size of the corresponding cellulose is 

much smaller, typically a few nm in diameter, than those of model cellulose crystals, and the 

critical dose under electron irradiation was shown to be much lower than that of larger algal 

cellulose nanofibrils (Sugiyama et al. 1986). Diffraction contrast under cryo conditions would 

seem to be the first approach to test. This question could also be addressed by high-resolution 

electron tomography of plant tissues since improving the signal-to-noise ratio of such images 

has been one of the main issues impeding visualization of such small electron-sensitive 

objects. A clear definition of the cross-sectional shape of individual cellulose microfibrils in 
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higher plants will be crucial to confirm or refute the various cross-section models described in 

the literature. In particular, localization and imaging of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

surfaces of the cellulose microfibrils by combining diffraction contrast images and 

microdiffraction analyses would be a major advance. Identifying the polarity of individual 

microfibrils within any plant cell wall is also a goal that could be achieved with these 

advances in recording devices.  
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